
D E L I V E R I N G  T H E  D I F F E R E N C E

Venue & Event
Decor



Styling
and
Decor

 - Bars
 - Gin Fountain
 - Instagram moments 
 - Furniture hire 
 - Linen Hire 
 - Floristry
 - Props



Creative Output, very well known in the corporate and VIP world and are  
preferred suppliers at some of the most stunning venues around. 

The company name highlights
the team’s strength. Jane will
deliver visuals for the wedding of
your dream, we promise you it
will be simply unique. What
Floristry and unique décor means
we knows how to deliver your
ideas. From flowers to backdrops
and unique props, we have them
all.

Creative Output create the
SPECTACULAR from design
through to production with

all the attention to detail
you would expect. Our
unique skillset of wedding
design & production, which
combine contemporary
design philosophy with
classic five star hospitality
high standards and settings
makes you the client, feel at
ease and confident that your
wedding will be personal to
you. Our background in
event, design & production
means we are perfectly
placed to offer the very best
of venue transformation
services. 

Our weddings, events and
VIP parties are well known
for their breath-taking deco
and awe-inspiring results
are instantly recognisable
in style. Utilising the very
best in lighting, floral,
furniture, tableware,
staging and entertainment,
our creative designers fuse
these elements together
into a harmonious design
which shouts originality
and luxury
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WE CREATE,
YOU
CELBERATE







TURNING
MOMENTS
INTO
MEMORIES



FURNITURE



LINEN





LARGE
PROPS



SMALL
TOUCHES





FOOD
PRESENTATION



Styling and Decor

 - Bars
 - Gin Fountain
 - Instagram moments 
 - Furniture hire 
 - Linen Hire 
 - Floristry
 - Props



 GET IN TOUCH

For more information please contact:
  

 
Jane 07983 975198

Jane.kelly@creativeoutput.co.uk

www.creativeoutput.co.uk


